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THE DUBIOUS ROLE . OF THE SPACE·TOOJ CONTINUUM 

IN SUBATOMIC PHYSICS 

Geoffrey~F. Chew 

Lawrence :Radiation .Laboratory 
University of California 
Ber~eley,. California 

ABS'IRA.CT 

UCRL-10891 

Attention: .is called to the q,uantum-relativistic principles· that 

preclude an experitnental significance for space and time.onthe nuclear 

scale, and an historical review attempts to explain why the space,-time 

continuum nonetheless has remained· until now the P;asis for nuclear theory. 

A survey is given: of the current trend toward development of a theory·based 

on an energy,-momentum continuum, with space-time employed_ only·in a_large-

scale coarse-grained sense. 
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* THE DUBIOUS ROLE OF THE SPACE-TIME CONTINUUM IN SUBATOMIC PHYSICS 

Geoffrey F. · Chew t 

·Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

One of the-persistently ·recurring lessons from th~ evolution of physics 

is that concepts immune to experimental-test are to be avoided in the theoretical 

structure. Such concepts have not always ~ avoided in temporarily successful 

theories, but progress of a major character has more than once been associated 

with an elimination of unobservable aspects from the theory. It was difficult 

for nineteenth century physicists to abandon the notion of an all-pervading 

ether, but l.intil recognition of the nonobservability of the ether allowed this 

concept to be ignored, it was impossible-to develop the principle of relativity. 

We cartnot say, even today, that a sufficiently sophisticated ether concept is 

necessarily wrong, but mo.st modern physicists are convinced deep .in their bone 

marrow that a theory conta1ning_the ether in manifest form cannot be as satis-

factory as one in which such a concept is forbidden to rear its head. My 

thesis inthis lecture is to suggest that the concept of space and time is play-

ing a role in current subatomic physics analogous to that of the ether:_ for 

macroscopic physics in the late nineteenth century.· It may never be possible 

to demonstrate that a ·space-time.continuuni. cannot exist, but a growing number 

of us are concluding that, to make major-progress, we must stop thinking and 

talking about ·such an unobserVable continuum. We must try to construct the 

theory interms of measurable q_Ua.ntities. 

* 

t 

The Rouse Ball Lecture delivered before the Mathematics Faculty of The 

Uniyersity of Cambridge, March 12, 19?3 .• 

Professor of Physics on sabbatical leave from the Department of Physics and 

the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley. 
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Why is the space-time. continuum ~ ;priori· unobservej.ble? To be more 

;precise, why is it impossible to measure the ;position of an object with 

arbitrary accuracy. Those of you· who are familiar-.. with the Heisenberg uncer-

tainty ;principle will correctly surmise its relevance .here, b:ut considerations 

. of relativity must .be added. In. its:nonrelativistic .·.form -the uncertainty 

;principle only says that position and momentum cannot simultaneously be 

determined with arbitrary accuracy. The ;pessibility rema.ins of a ;precise 

;position measurement, provided no determination .. of momentum.is attempted. 

Speaking more concretely, a ;position measurement made by bouncing a light 

q_uantum (a ;photon) off'. the object is limited:. in .accuracy by diffraction. effects 

to the wavelength of the. ;photon,. but this wavelength· can~ in ;princi. ;ple be made 

as small as you please-. Decreasing the wavelength increases the ;photon 

momentum according to the De Broglie relation · ;p = .h/t.. , where h ·is· the 

Planck constant, which corres;pondinglyincreases·the· "kick" given to the 

object during the ;position measurement. But there.is no necessity for knowing 

the momentum.of the ·Opject, either before or after the measurement, so that 

one may conclude tfu.t nonrelativistic q_uantum mechanics ;permits the experimen-

tal exploration of a s;pace-timecontinuum. 

It is the relativistic. eq_uiva.lence of mass and energy that puts an 

absolute limit on our ability to define ;position. A crude. description of 

an extremely subtle situation is' to say that when the ;photon (or any other 

particle:· used as a ;probe) has an energy larger, ·than. the rest mass energy of 

;particles with which it interacts, then, in the course. of the measurement 

collision, new ;particles are created and the entire situation altered. We 

cannot even say what object it. is whose ;position we are measuring. Since 

the dilemma arises for ;probing energies of the order 2 
me or momenta of the 

... 
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order me , ·the critical wavelength is h/m.c , where m · .. is the least massive 

par'ticle that .can be created by the probe. If 'm is taken·to be the electron 

mas~,. this critical distance, is of the. order 10-ll em. ·Some probes do not 

create electrons easily b~ all aree.:te pi mesons abundantly. If we take the 

pion mass as a yardstick, the measurability-limit comesat about 10-13 em • 

It is extremely important to :tealize that no corresponding limit exists 

. on ·our ability to measure momentum or, equivalently, velocity. By allowing 

a particle to travel a sufficiently large distance .Without collisions, we can 
• I • 

.obtain.its velocity to an arbitrary precision,on,thebasis of coarse-grained 

macroscopic space~time measurements at the beginn1ng and end of the flight 

path. The mass of one particle relative to another· may be determined through 
. ' . 

momentum conservation by a measurement of tre angles ·in a mutual collision. 

(fully mass ratios have significance.). Again, onlymacroscopic spatial measure-

ments are needed to achieve an arbitrary accuracy, atleast in an infinite 

universe. Thus the experimental capability·· exists· for exploring a. continuum 

in momentum (and energy) even though'the corresponding capacity·islacking for 

space-time. 

These circumstances have been understood for a third of a century, ever 

since the first confrontation-of quantum mechanics with relativity. Wby, then, 

have these 30 years been spent by theoretical physicists in attempts to construct 

microscopic·theories in which'thecentral concept .is the space-time continuum? 

To a.large degree the answer is the same as it was-to the corresponding ques-

tion about the ether: The existence of a space_.time continuum is in the first 

place "obvious", and in the second place all previous physical theories have 

been based on such a continuum. The fact that these theories did not deal 

with phenomena at distances of the order of -13 10 em. tended to be forgotten. 
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Three further· factors have _been important. ih ,maintaining an almost 

unchallenged status. for space-time. in microscopic· physics. Th= first is the 

successful p:redici:;ion of certain electron properties, the predictions arising 

fram.attempts to ~~ntize the Maxwell e~uations for the electromagnetic field. 

Field equations-- in fact. the very. notion .of a field--depend on._ the space-time 

continuum, and the correct experimental predictions resl,llting from-efforts to 

~uantize the Maxwell theory augmented the prestige of fields in general. It 

became widely accepted that the only way to avoid action .at a .distance--and 

thus not. to violate . the principle of aausa,li ty--was ·to formulate· fundamental 

physical laws in·terms of fields. The fact that consi~tent ~uantum field 

e~uations with interactions. were never achieved was obscured by the success 

of power-series expansions in pred:i_cting·electron experiments. -The apparent 

convergence of these power series is a .conse~uence of the smallness of a 

dimensionless ~uantity, the fine structure constant e
2 /he = 1/137, and it. is 

now recognized that op,ly the first few terms of the expansion are meaningful. 

Wbat is,·_called "~uant1m1 electrodynamics•i is .understood today not to be a field 

theory in. the sense . tba t Maxwell's · eq_ua tions ba ve been. ~uantized,. but a 

relativistic ~uantum prescription, consistent in the appropriate limit with 

the .classical (un~uantized) field "l:;heory, for predicting nearly all observable 

atomic phenomena and .. some nuclear phenomena in·;; terms of the fine structure 

constant and particle masses. It. is important to realize • tm t the pre scrip .. 

tion can be and often is given in a form where neither fi~lds nor space-

time appear. Only measurable ~uantities, the_momenta of the particles, need 

make an appearance. Nevertheless the prescription historically was discovered 

through efforts to ~uantize field e~uations and that circumstance, even tho'U@h: L 

the efforts were unsuccessful, bas given status·to the space-time continuum 

in microscopic physics. 
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The failure to achieve consistent field eq_uations with interactions is 

directly linked to the unobser:vability of the underlying space-time continuum. 

Interactions in field theory are conventionally realized by taking products of 

different fields at the same space-time point. · Action at a distance is thereby 

avoided, but.the attempt to localize the interaction to an infinitesimal region 
1 . . 

has .led, in the crude .language used auove, to the nonsensical production at 

this point of an infinite number of particles. Mathematically, in other words, 

the local product of quantum fields has not been acceptably defined, the 

·physical origin of the trouble being precisely the same circumstances that 

make. the existence of a space-time• .continuum intrinsically unverifiable .. 

Returning to the circumstances in support of field theory, Imust 

merition the understanding that has been reached of the general existence of 

antiparticles, of the connection between particle spin and the symmetry 

character under particle exchange, and of certain.other special symmetries 

that are experimentally observed. This understanding is based on properties 

of separate, noninteracting fields and does not req_uire the explicit construction 

of a realistic field theory--a construction:tbat for the reason just given has 

never been achieved. I shall explain later that all these general principles 

recently have been shown to be understand~ble w:ithoU:t the use. of fields or 

space-time; it is only fair, however, to say that the first light thrown.in 

·this area came from field theoryo 

A third circumstance f~:tvoring field theory was the inability for many 

years of theoretical physicists to imagine "fundamental" force laws in any 

language but that of space and time. New theories are nearly always based on 

analogy with old, and we have never before had a ~heory in which the fundamental 

dynamical laws were expressed entirely in terms of momenta. Before rejecting 

* the old mistress who had for so long been our faithful companion, it was 

* I am indebted to Professor Murray CGell-Mann for this analogy. 
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necessary at least to glimpse an attractive replacement. Oiilly· within ·the last 
/ 

half decade has the replacement shown her pretty ankle around the corner. 

Before describing the charms of the new mistress, let me touch on:the 

extremely subtle ~uestion of what constitutes a theory. The only absolute 

definition making senseto me is that any set.of rules a,llowingthe approximate 

prediction of any experimental result is a theory. Of course sometheories 

are.better than. others·, the degree of excellence increasing withthe number 

of different.experiments that can be predicted, with the accuracy of prediction, 

and decreasing with the number of arbitrary parameters. Quantum electrodynamics 

ranks very high; .it contains o:qly_the fine-structure constant together:with 

particle masses, and covers .a tremendous variety of experimental situations. 

It does not describe all situations, however, and has a: fi.ritte accuracy even 

where it is relevant. In atomic physics, experiments usually cannot approach 

in precision the accuracy limit of ~uantum electrodynamics, but the. limit is 

there, as it_ has been for all previous physical theories and may_well be for 

all future theories. 

Absolute truth) then, to the confusion .of mathematicians, has ·never· 

been a feasible re~uirement ~or a physical theory; but what about beauty? I 

would suggest that, when ·.the number of arbitrary parameters ·is very small and 

the scope of the experimental predictions very large, beautytakescare.of 

itself. A variety of different mathematical expressions· can usuallybe found 

for any theory, some more esthetically attractive:than others, but.ifthe 

t'heory ranks· sufficiently_ high according to my criterion,.· then in the past at 

least. one mathematical formulation has always turned out to be pleasing to the 

senses. Occasionally, however, the most beautiful formulation has not been 

·discovered until some'time-af'ter tpe theo;ry demonstrated its capabilities. 
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The criterion ,of beauty_then, while-not to be ignored, must be applied with 

caution. The capacity for experimental predictions is the only reliable measilre 

.of a physical theory. 

Field theory, even without reachingthe beautiful stage of a closed set 

of mathematically consistent equations, has led to some successful predictions. 

-The trouble is that its predictive capacity ·appears now to have-been exceeded 

for wbat are called:'.the "strongly -interacting particles". These are particles 

like neutrons and protons that mutually interact through powerful short-range 

forces. All ps.rticles discovered to date, with- the exception of the photon, 

electron, muon, and neutrino, are of this type, but field theory has been 

hard put to describe their properties--much less to explain their origin. 

The_ power-series prescription that _works for· the electron (and the muon) is of 

dubious utility in the absence.of a .small dimensionless ps.rameter like-the 

fine structure constant. Furthermore, the use of sucha prescription precludes 

an understanding of how the particles·arise. Heisenberg remains hopeful of 

finding after all a set.of field equations, but I am convinced that the root 

of the trouble lies.in the sps.ce-time continuum itself. By using as 

mathematical tools field quant'ities that are_ local functions of intrinsically 

unobservable varial;:>les, arti:f'icial difficulties ar_e being manufactured • 

. Now let me ps.ss to the question of· how a .micr:oscopic theory might be 

based directly upon particle mom~nta, ignoring the sps.ce~time continuum. The 

attempt to construct such a theory is gathering momentum at present, the less 

experienced physicists having an advantage in working with a new framewor~. 

(The inverse correlation of productiv'ity with experience.in a situation like 

this is remarkable.) Many different workers have made important contributions, 

often over-lapping with each other, and I sho~d be hard put to assess.correctly 

the origin of the different ideas I shall mention. Let.me begin with an_ old 
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but basic concept, tbat of the scattering amplitude or S-matrix element. 

The only experiment tbat can be performed to explore-the subatomic 

universe is to smash together a group of particles and observe the various 

products. of the collision. For the q_uantum-mecbanical desc:dption of· a process 

. such as shown. in the figure, 

there is introduced a comple~·number s 
abo·· •• cdo ••. 

whose sq_uare mod~us gives 

the probability of the reaction. This number is called the scattering amplitude 

or, more generally, an element of the scattering matrix--because the complete 
. . . . 

collection of all such amplitudes constitutes an.infinite sq_uare matrix. 

The S matrix can be shownto be unit~ry, and its elements-transform in a manner 
. . 

prescribed by relativity when passing from one inertial frame of reference 

to another. . To know the S matrix is to know all that can be known about the 

microscopic world; a theory that allows the S matrix to be calculated is 
··.;>• 

' . 
complete, since the result.of any experiment can be predicted. 

The importance of the S matrix was recognized (particularly by 

Heisenberg) soon after the development of quantum mechanics, but it was felt 

for a long time to be-too complicated to serve as.a vehicle for fundamental 

microscopic laws. ~his-wa~ especially true in the days when attention was 

focused on the notion of "elementary" particles. So long as one felt :that 

all matter might be composed of combinations of a few fundamental entities, 

there was little disposition to formulate basic theories in·terms of scattering 
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amplitudes. The theories .tended to start with the. individual particles rather 

than with their interactions. By now, however, so many strong1:y interacting 

particles of eq_uivalent status have been discovered that the "elementary" 

concept is in disrepute. Each strongly interacting particle-is now believed to 

be a.composite of all the others; none is more fundamental than another. The 

explanation .of which particles exist lies in the interactions; in other words 

the same force that produces a scattering maylead to a bound state, and a 

bound state is nothing more nor less than a particle. From this new point of 

view,. the S-matrix seems an eritirely.suitable.framewbrk in.which to seek.the 

key to the microscopic univers~. What's more, the key seems·likely already to 

have been found. 

·The key lies in the analyticity of an S-matrix element· as a function of 

the momenta of the ingoing and outggli!ng:_--;particles. Physicists are of two minds 

abou.t the analyticity of scattering amplitudes. Some find it obvious, almost 

trivial, that the local dependence on energy or angle can be represented by 

a power series. Others find this circumstance deeply mysterious. I myself 

tend to oscillatebetween.the two positions~ but regardless of ones's stand

point here the combined experimental information from-30 years of nuclear

reaction investigations overwhelmingly_ supports·the validity of· the analyticity 

property. 

Once analyticity has been accepted as a basic principle, an unbelievable 

number of conseq_uences follows. Stapp has shoWn, as I have already mentioned, 

that all tbe general symmetries heretofore inferred from field theory can be 

deduced from analyticity. What's more, the' kind of prescription .that constitutes 

q_uantum electrodynamics also can be derived. In fact, ·all predictive power of 

the prescriptions motivated by field theory seems reproducible through the 

analytic S matrix without any mention of space-time fields. This circumstance 
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was first suggested byGell-Mann in 1956 and has been verified by a .long·line 

of investigations since.that time.inwhich particularly·prominent.names have 

been Goldberger, Low,·Mandelstam, Landau, .. Cutkosky, Froissart, Stapp, Polking

horne,. and. Gunson. And this achievement is only.th~beginning! 

The dynamical predictive capacity of.field-theoretical prescriptions 

for strong interactions has· been.limit(:;d,· for reasons-already explained, but 

the analytic S matrix already.has led toa quantitative understandingin 

several .situations of the forces between strongly.·interacting particles, given 

a knowledge of vhieh particles exist. To know which particlesexist is to know 

a greaft deal, apoint to which I shall return, but in my· opinion it is fair to 

saythat after three-decades the low-energy nuclear-force problem--in the terms 

in which .it was,originally. posea--has essentially been solved through the 

efforts·of·manyworkers using the analytic S matrix. The problem~is complicated, 

and some ~?-spectsrequire further work, but so much has been successfully ex

plained that there seems.to me.littledoubt of the outcome. The. same can be 

said for the low-ep.ergy interac.tion between a:)pion and. a .nucleon, and there 

is no indication that anything except , increased complexity· distinguishes the 

force picture for other oompina tions of strongly interacting particles. Methods 

to predict high-energy_ interactions are under intense. discussion at present, and 

the auguries are.favorable that calculational procedures will be developed. If 

· we are frustrated here, it will not be because of lack of content in. the 

analytic S matrix, but because the reactions are complicated and human strength 

is finite. 

This point of complication leads me to another digression on the 

•.'dfffler:ence. between physics and .mathematics. Physical measurements always 

involve errors and theoretical predictions alrmys involve uncertainties, be-
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cause any real physical situation,is-inevitably too involved.to allow an 

absolutely precise evaluation' of what the theoryhas to say. In consequence, 

a theory·can be disproved, but it can never be said.to be absolutely verified 

experimentally. Confrontation of theorywith experiment always has and always 

will involve approximation and be limited to the simplest situations, a theory 

being deemed successful not when it has passed all ,possible tests--which 

never happens--but when it has passed an "impressive" number and failed none. 

It is in such a context that the ;:mnphysicist must view· the controversy 

currently raging over the status of 8 matrix theory. You will find general 

concurrence with my negative remarks about field theory;.but Cl,o not be surprised 

if three.out of the-next.four theoretical physicists you meet .express skepticism 

about the dynamical predictive power of 8 matrix' theory. This is either 

because they are unaware of the vast variety of experimental'tests already 

. passed by the theory, or because they are not impressed by these tests on the 

gr-ounds that the predictions were not. "clean". Nothing can be done about this 

situation except to find for each physicist the test or series o:f·tests which 

satisfies his personal standard. Needless to say, mine was satisfied some time 

ago. 

Trere is no question .in !!!:l. mind that, given the particles,- the analytic 

8 matrix can.tell you in detaiili how-they will behave. The important issue now 

is whether it also can tell you why the observed particles exist in-the first 

place. I believe that.the 8 matrix. is going to answer this question to a very 

large extent for strongly interacting particles, and my reasoning is as 

·follows~ I accept first of all, as already stated, that: evepy::.str:oggly inter

acting particleis a dynamical composite of other particles; all stand on an 

equivalent footing with respect to the 8 matrix. Now the origin of certain 

particles, such as the deuteron and an unstable object called the (3,3) 
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resonance. has already been related successfully t,hrough the analytic S matrix 
::,1 ... : 

to the existence of o:ther particle~ (tl).e pion _and tpe nucleon play primary ' 

roles in the instanc_es cited) •: _Why such relations, are .more easily established 

for certain par;ticles than for others is. not at all_ fundamental;. it is a matter 

of the partic1;llar mass ratios and quantum numbers ·involved and the computat.ional 

techniques that. have been ,developed up • to now.. New techniques are constantly 

appearing, and me>re relations between-different particles constantly.being 

established;. there is nothing in sight tnat, ,Jin principle, limits our ability 

to explain thEl existence.of anyparticle, given a 1mowledge of certain.other 

,particles. In this circular and violentlynon,linear situation,. I find it . . . ; . 

·difficult to ,believe. that there can be more. than one self-consistent set of 

particles. ·· • In. fact, tha:t2there . should be , even one such set seems mirac'li\-ous 

to anyone who}:las.looked in de~aih at the self-consistency requirements • 
.. ·.· 

The degree of :the miracle ,is diminished if one suppose·s that not only ·the 

particles but.the symmetry groups ge>verning strong interactions are selected . ~ .. . ~ . . . . . . 

by the requirement ()f self-consistency in .an, analytic S m.a,trix. Thus it is 

n()t- inconceivable th;:l.t .. for strong interactions the only necessary. element in 

* the theory is analyticity. 

Scattering matrix theory is ~n the agreeable situation at present 

therefore, ofhaving .more power: in a simple principle. than theorists know what 

to do ·with, .without a hint yet of a flaw in the principle. Why then is there 

* The phote>n and.the, leptons·~ve special and remarkable characteristics that 

. set them awrt; here .it is more difficult to believe that analyticity can 

be,the whole story. A possible reason for the special status of the 

photor1 is mentioned at the end of the lecture. ' .. 
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not a stampede away from field.theoryand space-time, into tb,e ou-tstretcheQ. arms 

of the analytic S matrix? I have already discussed a number of reasons for 

strait laced theorists to be hesitant; l~t me close this brief survey of the 

.s matrix by trying to explain an extremely subtle but psychologically effective 

additional reason. 

·All dynamical theories in the past. have been expressed :through equations 

of motion, and many physicists simply cannot believe -that it is possible to have 

dynamics ·without an equation. In S matrix theory.· there seems to be no funda

mental equation. One simply makes a statement such_as: S matrix is a .Lorentz

invariant analytic· function of ·the momentum-energy. variaqles with only ··those 

singularities ·implied_;by its being unitary •. Period. There are a number of 

reasons why su<:!P. a statement. cannot yet be said to have a precise significance, 

extremely important .. eil;tiorts to achieve something closer to precision .being 

in progress at present here and elsewhere· by a number of highly talented 

people. But there is no prospect that·;;the final form .of the basic postulate 

will involve a conventional equation of motion. The -equations we do have, 

and on which predictions are based, .are the Cauchy formulae (sometimes called 

dispersion relations in this context) which express·an analytic function in 

terms of its poles and branch points, and the analytically continued unitarity 

condition which determines the ·location and mature of the branch points and 

poles. It is impossiblej however, to write down,all these equations, there 

being an infinite number in consequence of the infinite.dim~nsionality of the 

S matrix; and any finite number-constitutes an incomplete statement_of the 

theory. The only complete statement is of the type I have described, which I 

personally think has great beauty, but which -does not. contain a recognizable 

equation of motion. A large number .of distinguished theoretical physicists 
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in consequence find it impossible to take S· matrix theory quite seriously.· 

To concl*de, let .me return to· the question of space and t.ime. No 

suggestion is be:i..rig made that. space and time do not. continue to be the basis 

of macroscopic physics; qiiite·the ·contrary is true, since the momentum measure

ments defining the S matrix depend in turn upon macroscopic space-time measure

ments. Doesthis mean that there can be no continuous· connection between 

microscopic and macroscopic worlds? ·rn my, opinion the situation will be no 

more uncomfortable than it has always been for quantum theory, 'where the 

conventional explanation,of the relation between•the classical observer and 

quarttum laws leaves.most people feeling queasy •. In.fact, S-matrix theory 

eventually may lead to a more understandable Jll,je[Je>-macro relation since, as 

Stapp .has emphasized, it. dispenses With a large proportion,,of the apparatus 

of quantum mechanics (operators, commutation rules and state vectors)j main

taining only the superposition principle. A curious facet of the :new :mistress, 

by the way~: is that ·she can be appreciated by a far wider audi~nce than ever 

was the case for quantum field theory.. Analyticity is trivial to grasp 

compared to the properties'assigned to field operators; 

To date no thoroughgoing attempt has been made (certainly not by me) 

to work out the chain of connecting links between the macroscopic concE?,Pt :~of 

space-time'and the S .matrix. One inunediately striking circumstance, however, 

should'not.be passed over without mention: all experimental measurements of 

macroscopic particle trajectories requirelong-range electromagnetic interactions. 

In other.words, frcim the S matrix-point of·view, it may be that the very 

. definition of. space-time. :in the large requires the existence. of the electro.;. 

magnetic quantum, the photon. Perhaps the macroscopic space-time 'concept 

could not be,introduced if there:wereonly strongly interacting particles. 
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This may be .why the photon,. with its zero rest mass, stands apart from the 

he~d. 

As you.can see, the new mistress is full of·mystery, but correspondingly 

full of promise. The .old mistress is clawing and scratching·to maintain .her 

status, but many of us are convinced that her day is past. Twentieth-century 

·physics already has undergone.two breath-taking revolutions--in relativity and 

in q_uantum mechanics. We may be standing on the· threshold of a .third. 
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